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Summary

A pulsed dc power system provides 1-0 kA excitation
current for the ORMAK toroidal field coils. A drive
potential of 1000 volts brings the coiis up to full cur-
rent in about 0.5 seconds. Constant current is main-
tained for 0,25 seconds, then approximately 20 x 10b

joules of stored energy is dumped in a free-wheeîing
diode and resistance network. The power system contains
S e:vh, 30 KA, 500 V thyristor controlled dc power
modules in a series/parallel combination. A control
computer generates thyristor trigger pulses in a pro-
grammed sequence as required for the desired duty cycle.
A feedback network including current sensing and com-
puter software permits trigger timing adjustments as
necessary for constant current operation.

Introduciti on

ORMAK in Jts present configuration1 is capable of r\".\ -•"*" "'.",', ]'.
operating with toroidal fieìd, TI-, intensities of up tu Ĥni'jji-i ...
about IS kü. Using « set of four interleaved toroidal o w to permit .Um tr<
windings, the nitrogen-cooled windings aro excited by
laotor-jjenerator sots which supply up to 8570 «jnperes
per winding at 350 volts, A rise time oi" about 0.30 sec
and a flat-top duration of about 0.25 sec are achiev-
able with the present TF power system,

ORMAK upgrading plans require toroidal field in-
tensities of up to about 50 kG. The increased intensity
is to be obtained via increasing the TF winding conduc-
tor cross section, improving the cooling system, and
providing a larger power supply system for winding ex-
citation. This report is restricted to the power supply
aspects of the ORMAK improvement program.

NOTICE

pooaibX« «

Choice of Power System

The power system requirements evolved from con-
straints dictated by optimum TF winding parameters.
Optimum supply voltage could change through sectoring
of the TF winding, Basic parameters for the TF winding
are listed in Table 1.

Table Ì. Proposed ORMAK TF Coil Parameters

m

Winding configuration

Inductance (4 conductors
in varai le))

Resistance/conductor at 08°K

Current for 50 kG field

Pulse flat-top duration

Pulse repetition rate

Approx. mass of Cu conductor

Max, allowable conductor temp.

A interleaved
conductors

2.8 mH

1.38 ran

120,000 A

0.25 sec

1 per 3 min.

1700 kg

H6°K

\



8 each, 30 kA, 500 V thyristor controlled dc power
modules in a series/parallel combination, A control
computer generates thyristor trigger pulses in a pro-
grammed sequence as required for the desired duty cycle.
A feedback network including current sensing and com-
puter software permits trigger timing adjustments as
necessary for constant current operation.

Introduction •'" B0TICB

QRMAK in its present configurât ion* iscapable of ^
operating with toroidal field, TI:, intensities of up to}l2b boen rtp!
about IS kfi. Using a set of four interleaved toroidal copy t ^ w d
windings, the nitrogen-cooled windings a*.e excited by a«ili't*1* -'"'
motor-generator sets which supply up to 8570 amperes
per winding at 350 volts. A rise time of about 0.30 sec
and a flat-top duration of about 0,25 sec are achiev-
able with the present TF power system.

QRMAK upgrading plans require toroidal field in-
tensities of up to about SO kG, The increased intensity
is to b« obtained via increasing the Tl: winding conduc-
tor cross section, improving the cooling system, and
providing a larger power supply system for winding ex»
citation. This report is restricted to the power supply
aspects of the QRMAK improvement program.

Choice of

broadoat poaaiUeav-ui-

The power system requi renient s evolved from con-
straints dictated by optimum TF winding parameters.
Optimum supply voltage could change through sectoring
of the TF winding, Basic parameters for the TF winding
are listed in Table 1,

Table 1. Proposed QRMAK Tl! Ceil Parameters

Winding configuration

Inductance (4 conductors
in

Resistance/conductor at 68°K

Current for 50 kG field

Pulse flat-top duration

Pulse repetition rate

Approx, mass of Cu conductor

Max, allowable conductor temp.

4 interleaved
conductors

2 .8 mH

1.38 mft

120,000 A

0,25 sec

1 per 3 min.

1700 kg

116°K

fi -

*Research sponsored by the U.S. Energy Research and
Development Administration under contract with Union
Carbide Corporation.
tOak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, Tennessee,

ttlinion Carbide Nuclear Division, Oak Ridge, Tennessee,
**Robicon Corporation, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.
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Permissible energy dissipation pea* lUly i:yclo of
the TJ; winding (about 20 x 10° joules) i •; that which
raises the conductor temperature from the base value of
bS°K to the upper limit of llt>°K.

Options for the type of power system were restricted
to those utilising existing technology; for example,
rotating machines (M-C sets), capacitor storage banks,
storage batteries, and static converters. Cost and de-
livery schedule considerations, noted in Table Ì, favor
static converters. Consequently, a thyristor dc power
supply system, henceforth referred to as the OSSPS
(ORMAK Solid State Power System) was chosen.

Table 2. Cost and Delivery Comparison
for Various Power System Options

Type System Cost/rioule Delivery Timo

Motor-Generator Sets $ U,lt> 2-3 years

Capacitor Storage Bunks 0.10 1-2 years

Static Converter Ü.U5 1 vear

The data shown in Table 2 «ro based strictly on
circumstances at OKMAK and should not be taken as empir-
ical cost and deliver)' information. If any system
other -than static converters (thyristor power supplies)
is considered, equipment resembling the static con-
verter is still required to perform high current switch-
ing operations.

Power Supply Configuration

The selection of a power supply configuration was
influenced by the availability of a 40 MVA (161 kV to
13.8 kV) substation transformer, and the power supply
size limitations of typical manufacturers. Following
the recommendations of our consultants2 on primary power
substations, the maximum allowable pulse load on the
substation was set at about 90 MVA. By using four
power supplies to drive the four respective TF winding
sectors, the duty cycle illustrated in Fig. 1 is possi-
ble. Direct current rise time is limited by the maximum
dc voltage which in turn is limited by the substation
peak load rating as weli as the converter impedance.

For maxiwuru flexibility and operating parameters
common to industrial equipment, each of the four power
supplies was split into a series pair of modules rated
at 500 volts each. This also provides a convenient
means to obtain 12-phase rectification. A simplified
schematic of the power supply is shown in Fig. 2, and
its specifications are listed in Table 5.

Table 3. Ratings for each of Four Series
Pairs of Power Supply Modules

Open circuit voltage 1000 v dc

Maximum current 30,000 A dc

Voltage at I m a x 600 v

Flat-Top current regulation ± 0.14 of I^x



Cost/joule
? O.lfc

0.10

0.05

Delivery Time
2-3 yeai-s

1-2 yours

1 year

Table 2. Cost and Delivery Comparison
for Various Power System Options

Typo System

Motor-Generator Sots

Capacitor Storage Banks

Static Converter

The data shown in Table 2 are based strictly on
circumstances at ORMAK and should not be taken as empir-
ical cose and delivery information. If any system
other -than static converters (thyristor power supplies)
is considered, equipment resembling the static con-
verter is still required to perform high current switch-
ing operations.

Power Supply Confiscation

The selection of a power supply configuration was
influenced by the availability of a -50 MVA (161 kV to
13.8 kV) substation transformer, and the power supply
si;e limitations of typical manufacturers. Pol lowing
the recommondations of our consultants2 on primary power
substations., the maximum allowable pulse load on the
substation was set at about, 90 MVA, Cy using four
power supplies to drive the four respective Ti! winding;
sectors, the duty cycle illustrated in Fi«. 1 is possi-
ble. Direct current rìso timo is limited by the maximum
dc voltag« which in turn is limited by the substation
peak load rating as wall as the converter impedance.

For maximum flexibility and operating parameters
common to industrial equipment, each of the four power
supplies was split into a series pair of modules rated
at S00 volts each. This also provides a convenient
means to obtain 12-phase rectification. A simplified
schematic of the power supply is shown in Fig. 2, and
its specifications are listed in Table 3,

Table 3. Ratings for each of Four Series
Pairs of Power Supply Modules

Open circuit voltage 1000 v dc

Maximum current 30,000 A dc

Voltage at I 1 ! m 600 v

Flat-Top current regulation t 0.1'ì of Imax

Maximum pulse duration

at 30,000 A 0.6 sec

Puise repetition rate 1 pp 180 sec

Primary 3-phase ac voltage 15,SOU V

Substation impedance on
40 MVA base j 15% 2
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Each power supply module contains an extended
delta primary and a wye secondary winding.. The extended
delta provides a US0 phase shift so chat a series com-
bination of modules with leading and lagging connections
respectively results in a 12-phase rectification system.
Bach secondary winding has an S equal step, manually
connected tap configuration for output voltage variation.
Each transformer, Fig. 3, has a full winding leakage re-
actance rating of j 2% on a 900 kVA base. An aircooled
design was chosen so that frequent inspection of the
windings is possible.

Some other transformer features include electro-
static shielding between primary and secondary. Bal-
anced winding distribution in the primary and full width
sheet conductor in the secondary are used to minimize
axial strain. A cylindrical slotted steel coil form is
used to minimise radia! strain.

The full wave bridge rectifier in each module,
I;ig, -J, includes froo wheeling diodes with series load
»lumping resistors. Each module actually contains five
bridges in parallel, and ton diodo-resistor networks in
parallel. The thyristors «re Westinghouse T920 series
devices with continuous dc current and voltage ratings
of 100U A and 1200 V, respectively. During the pulse
duty cycle, each device opérâtes with up to 6000 A of
dc current for u 120* conduction cycle. The load dump
resistors aro designed to limit reverse voltage in the
TI" winding to 1000 volts at 30,000 A.

The rectifiers are capable of operating in a
regenerative (dc to ac conversion.) load dumping mode.
However, rapid external dumping of energy stored in the
TF winding is the primary objective, and resistive
dumping is more effective. At peak current, the stored
energy is 20 wegajoules and approximately 16 megajoules
can be dumped in the resistive lead. The remainder is
lost in the TF winding.

The short, duty cycle-low repetition rate operation
characteristics of the power system permits the use of
relatively small components to handle enormous quanti-
ties of power. Under steady state conditions the maxi-
mum power rating of the entire system is approximately
S to 10 MVA vs the 90 MVA pulse rating. Since a duty
cycle overrun could be extremely destructive, the con-
trol system requirements are rather stringent.

Auxiliary circuits in the power supplies include
optical coupling in the thyristor gate drivers and in
the dc voltage and current measurement instrumentation.
The gate drivers are triggered by TTL logic levels from
a control computer. Fiber optic coupling between input
and output stages provides isolation suitable for about
S kV. The output stage of each driver is transformer
coupled to its S respective thyristors. The voltage
and current measurement circuits include fiber optic
coupling and signal conditioning so that floating 0
to 10 volt analog signals are available from cadi for
computerised monitoring.

Conduction monitoring of each individual thyristor
is necessary, since a misfire in some units may cause
unreasonable overloads in others. A Reed switch on
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axial strain. A cylindrical slotted steel coil form is
used to minimize radial strain.

The full wave bridge vctifxer in each modulo.
Fig. 4, includes free whee.' inji diodes with scries load
dumping resistors, liach module actually contains five
bridges in parallel, and tin diode-resistor networks in
parallel. Hie thyristors are U'estinghouse TïUO series
devices with continuous dc current and voltage ratings
of 1ÜU0 A and 1200 V, respectively. During tile pulse
duty cycle, each dovi e-' operates with up to ouOO A of
dc current for a 1-0° conduction cycle. The load dump
resistors are designed to limit reverse voltage in the
TF winding to 1000 volts at 30,000 A.

The rectifiers are capable of operating in a
regenerative îdc to ;»c conversion} load dumping mode.
However, rapid external dumping of energy stored in the
IT winding is the primary objective, and resistive
Jumping is more effective. At peak current, the stored
energy is 20 megajoules and approximately lo megajiules
can be dumped in the resistive load. The remainder is
lust in the TF winding.

The short duty cycle-low repetition rate operation
characteristics of the power system permits the use of
relatively small components to handle enormous quanti-
ties of power. Under steady state conditions tho maxi-
mum power rating of the entire system is approximately
S to 10 MVA vs the ;)(.) MVA pulso rating. Since it duty
cycle overrun could lie extremely destructive, the coiv
trol system requirements urti rather stringent.

Auxiliary circuits in the powe? supplies include
optical coupling in tho thyristor jjate drivers and in
the de ve'tage and current measurement instrumentation.
The gate \ ùvers are triggered by TTL logic levels from
a control computer. Fiber optic coupling between input
and outwut stages provides isolation suitable for about
S kV. Tl'ç output stage of each driver is transformer
coupled to its 5 respective thyristors. The voltage
and current measurement circuits include fiber optic
coupling and signal conditioning so that floating 0
to 10 volt analog signals are available from each for
computerised monitoring.

Conduction monitoring of each individual thyristor
is necessary, since a misfire in some units may cause
unreasonable overloads in others. A Reed switch on
each thyristor lead actuated by conduction of the
respective device triggers a bistable flip-flop to the
"on" state. When all flip-flops are "on", a reset
signal is generated and the cycle repeats. If one or
more thyristors are not conducting, the respective
flip-flops remain "off" and the reset cycle is inter-
rupted. A monostable flip-flop with a 30 msec delay
is normally continually retriggered by the reset cycle.
Failure to retrigger produces an interrupt logic level
for the control system. When trouble shooting, one can
check the annunciator circuit boards for unlighted
LED's associated with respective flip-flops to
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determine which thyristors, if any, have misfired.

Control System

The OSSl'S duty cycle is typically less than 1 sec
and the total number of thyristor gate pulses required
by the 12-phase rectifier is in the range of 500 to
1000 or less. Digital data describing the pulse se-
quence is easily within the storage capability of a
smuil computer. If one also considers the complexities
of an analog control system which is otherwise required
for tracking the duty cycle turves in l:ig. 1, the prefer-
ence for a digital control system is especially clear.

OSSPS is controlled by a POI» 11/10 computer with
a 16 bit, It* core; «1,2 meg,disk; and two 100 kits
clocks. A typical data format for a shot (a complete
duty cycle as illustrated in Fig. 1) is simulate» in
FIR. 5. These data will cause the power system to
reach peak current in 0,1 sec (<> cycles] and to maintain
« flat-top for 0.1 second. Then the thyristors commu-
tate off and the TP winding or other inductive load
current decays in the Uumping network, The first data
collimi! (<\0) jn the format represents tho timo delay
from ae coro crossi«}; reference to tho firing of thö
first of 12 gates. The data is loads«! intw tho «1
clock register at t0 and the first gate pulso (A0) is
fireü when tho reßisitr MwjUete.s its count down (to
zero). Tho regaining dutu columns represent the timo
delay from A0 firing to (Al) firing, (Al) to (A2), etc.,
respectively. A second clock is required for pi.lsos
Al through All, since clock öl begins the next row of
data before the previous sequence is completed. A data
value of 1.3S msec or 139 clock «2 pulses indicates a
constant gate phase angle. Data values in the (AQ)
column arc related to the actual phase angle. A data
value of 2.00 msec in (A0) corresponds to full forward
conduction or maximum voltage. Fig. 6. A value of 6.00
in the (AOJ column corresponds to :ero forward conduc-
tion. A data value of 0,0 at any.point causes the com-
puter to terminate the shot, i.e., discontinue gener-
ating gate pulses.

Gate data tables as shown in Fig. S ar<j required
for each desired level of duty cycle. These tables are
stored in the disc memory until needed. A complete
table is required in the core memory for running a shot.
The data arc normally hand calculated and then fine-
tuned by trial and error on a sequence of shots. A
closed loop node of operation is available where the
computer compares the TF winding current to a reference
level and then generates an appropriate gate timing
correction to maintain constant current.

The computer collects an assortment of operating
data including dc voltage and current in each power
supply, and primary line currents at 16.7 msec intervals
during each shot. Ili e de current data is read into
the regulator loop and also stored on the disc with
tho other perforjnance data. At the end of each shot,
the performance data can be printed out or permanently
stored if desired. Otherwise, it is scratched during
the next shot.

The computer serves many housekeepins functions

I



"a 16 hit, 16k core; a" 1.2 «»R.aisk; and two 1OÖ
clocks, A typical data format for a shot (a complete
duty cycle as illustrated in Fig. 1) is simulated in
Fig. 5. These data will cause the power system to
reach peak current in 0.1 sec (*• cycles) und to maintain
a fiat-top for 0.1 second. Then the thyristors commu-
tate off and the Tl; binding or other inductive load
current decays in the dumping network. Tho first data
column (A0) in the format represents the time delay
from ac :ero crossing reference to the firing of the
first of 1- gates. The data is loaded into the #1
clock register at t 0 and the first gate pulse (AO) is
fired when the register completes its count down (to
:ero). The remaining data columns represent tho time
delay from AO firing to (Al) firing, CAI) to (A2), etc.,
respectively. A second clock is required for pulses
Al through All, since clock Si begins the nest row of
data before the previous sequence is completed. A data
value of 1.39 msec or 139 clock *J pulses indicates a
constant gate phase angle. Data values in tho (AO)
column are related to the actual phase angle. A data
value of -.00 msec in (AO) corresponds to full forward
conduction or maximum voltage. Fig. fa. A valu« of 6,00
in the (AO) column corresponds to zero forward conduc-
tion. A data value of 0,0 at any.point causes the com-
puter to terminate the shot, i.e., discontinue gener-
ating 8*t0 pulses.

Gate data tables as shown in Fig, 5 aro required
for each desired lev«! of duty cycle. These tables oro
stored In tho disc memory until needed. A completo
table is required la t?»o core üwjnory for running a shot.
The data arc normally hand calculated arni then fine-
tuned by trial and error on a sequence of shots. A
closed loop mode of operation is available where the
computer compares the TF winding current ta a reference
level and then generates an appropriate gute timing
correction to maintain constant current.

The computer collects an assortment of operating
data including dc voltage and current in each power
supply, and primary line currents at lo.7 msec intervals
during each shot. The dc current data is read into
the regulator loop and also stored on the disc with
the other performance data. At the end of each shot,
the performance data can be printed out or permanently
stored if desired. Otherwise, it is scratched during
the next shot.

The computer serves many housekeeping functions
in the power system. All safety related controls
arc both computer monitored and hard wired to the pri-
mary ac power feeder contactor, but the computer
handles most of these functions more expeditiously via
its ability to instantly discontinue transmission of
gate pulses. Due to the potential hazards associated
with shot termination, the systems interrupts are
divided into two levels of priority. The first level
includes conditions immediately detrimental to equip-
ment, such as vacuum system failure in ORMAK, faults



in the power system, thyristor raisfire, iw<i loss of
primary power. First level interrupts will cause shot
termination. The second levvsl includes conditions which
may bo permitted to continue for the duration of a shot,
but récure corrective action prior to another shot,
Examples are loss of water coolant, overtemperature
indications in the transformers or rectifiers, and loss
of continuity in door interlock circuits. Second level
interrupts will prevent program cycling, but they will
not interrupt a shot which is already under way. Gen-
erally, the feeder breaker will not trip during a shot
except in cases of overcurrent, program overrun, or
computer actuated trip.

Ground fault detection is an important consideration
with floating power supplies such as in the OSSPS.
Due to the short duty cycle nature of the system, on-
line ground fault detection docs not appear to bo
practicable. As an alternative, the dc system is auto-
matically hi-potted just before each shot is fired.
The computer program calls for the relaying of a high
voltage tost power supply between each dc bus und
ground with accompanying ground leakage measurement.
Tut? computer ennnat begin a shot until the Jti-pot meas-
urement is satisfactorily completed.

*i'illjl'l1l1?j.1-t-

Tl»v TF power supplies are located in a separate
shelter outside the building containing OKMAK and its
peripheral equipment. Approximately 30U ft of dc bus
is required for connecting the TF windings to the power
supplies. The control computer is located in a sepa-
rate rooia near UttMAK. Operation is accomplished via
comunicai ion with another computer in the ORMAK con-
trol system. The power supply shelter also contains
13.S kV switchgear and most hardwired control circuitry
associated with operation of the feeder breaker. Fig.
? shows a view cf the shelter frame, under construction
next to the "O!IM-\K" building. Fig. S shows a view of
the -111 NVA substation transformer beneath the 161 kV
feeder lines approximately 500 ft away from the power
supply shelter.

Preliminary Operation

During tht past few months, the power supplies
underwent a series of acceptance tests preceding their
final installation in the power system. Testing at
full power was accomplished by using the dumping net-
work of one seriös pair of power supplies as the dummy
load for another series pair. Some important consider-
ations in these tssts included the ability of the
transformers to withstand the stresses imposed at full
load, and the impact of the TF power supplies upon the
primary power system. Thus far, the major components
are performing satisfactorily and line interference
seems to be at an acceptable level.

When all eight power supplies are operated at full
load, the line drop in the TVA system is negligible,
but the loi kV feeder voltage drop at the substation
is about 2.5*. Line harmonics are of somewhat greater
concern. Operation of one series pair of power sup-
plies into the resistive load with the thyristors



Grouni fault detection is an important consideration
with floating power supplies such as in the OSSl'S.
Due to the short duty cycle nature of the system, on-
line ground fault detection does not appear to bo
practicable. As an alternative, the dc system is auto-
matically hi-potted just before each shot is fired.
The computer program calls for the re layins of a high
voltage test power supply between each dc bus und
ground with accompanying ground leakage measurement.
The computer cannot begin a shot uiwil the hi-pot meas-
urement is satisfactorily completed.

Equipment Installation

The TF power supplies are locateu in a separate
shelter outside the building containing QUMAK and its
peripheral equipment. Approximately 300 ft of dc bus
is required for connecting the TI' windings to the power
supplies. The control computer is located in a sepa-
rate room near QRMAK. Operation is accomplished via
communication with another computer in the QRMAK con-
trol system. The power supply shelter also contains
13.S kV switchgear and most hardwired control circuitry
associated with operation of the feeder breaker. Tig.
7 shows a view of the shelter frame, under construction
next to the "QUMAK" building, l'ig, S shows a view of
the -10 MVA substation transformer beneath Che 1<»I kV
feeder linos approximately 500 ft. away from the power
supply shelter,

Preliminary Operation

During the past few months, the power supplies
underwent a series of acceptance tests preceding their
final installation in the power system. Testing at
full power was accomplished by using the dumping net-
work of one series pair of power supplies as the dummy
load for another series pair. Some important consider-
ations in these tests included the ability of the
transformers to withstand the stresses imposed at full
load, and the impact of the TF power supplies upon the
primary power system. Thus far, the major components
are performing satisfactorily ana line interference
seems to be at an acceptable level.

When all eight power supplies are operated at full
load, the line drop in the TVA system is negligible,
but the 161 kV feeder voltage drop at the substation
is about 2.3%. Line harmonics are of somewhat greater
concern. Operation of one series pair of power sup-
plies into the resistive load with the thyristors
phased back about 60° (half voltage) causes a peak har-
monic amplitude of about 8% of fundamental to appear
on the substation secondary. The peak amplitude corre-
sponds to the beat frequency from the 11th and 13th
harmonics which one expects for a 12-phase rectifier
system. The substation to' feeder line impedance ratio
is about 15/1; therefore, the harmonic amplitude seen
on the 161 kV feeder should be less than 0.5% for the
single series pair of power supplies or 2% for the
entire system. Efforts are under way to measure line 2



harmonics in neighboring facilities, hut results are
inconclusive at this time.

Test operation has also been accompli shed with an ;I.Ì
rnductivu dummy load, 'l'ime constants arc similar to the
OKM/VK TF xvinding, hut the maximum allowable current is
only 1U.UUÜ A. Efforts to generate a flat-top with the
control computer were successful using estimated values
for thyristor gate timing data and some trial and error
fine tuning. It appears that open loop performance is
adequate for QÎÎMAK operation.

An interesting problem encountered during the tests
with the inductive load was the effects of losing pri-
mary ac power during a shot. Normally, the thyristois
will commute off when the computer stops supplying gate
drive pulses. However, when primary ac power is lost,
commutation is not possible and those units which are
in conduction become trapped with the full dc load cur-
rent while the stored energy in the inductor decays.
Under some conditions this could overload the thyristor

Zake out their protective fuses. (The fuses are
unite expensive although much less expensive than thy-
ristors.) Further, this could cause excessive energy
dissipation in the Ti; winding since the load dump cir-
cuit cannot conduct until after the fuses clear. Ke
hope to iivoi<i the problem by carefully monitoring ac
supply voltage and teiraìnatìn.u a shot at the earliest
indication that the primary ac power is dropping out.
Typically, cmuautatìon voltage should be available tor
at least a few cycles fol lowing trip initiation in a
feeder breaker.

Conclusions

Installation of the QSSPS is scheduled for com-
pletion i« March Ji>"t». Dtviiiii effort is under way
to provide a bus switching network that will allow the
OSSPS to provide toroidal field excitation for the ISX
facility which is to he located near the OHMAK
facility. Since the W power requirements are similar,
the two facilities will be able to share the QSSPS on
an alternating shift basis.

QSSPS is serving as a design basis for the larger
i»wr systems required in the next generation of fusion
research equipment. J'ower levels of up to several hun-
dred MVA have been considered using the OSSPS modules
as building blocks.
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fin«
adequate for ORMAK operation.

An interesting problcra encountered during the tests
with the inductive load was the effects of losing pri-
mary ac power during a shot. Normally, the thyristors
will commute off when the computer stops supplying gate
drive pulses. However, when primary ac power is lost,
commutation is not possible and those units which arc
in conduction become trapped with the full dc load cur-
rent while the stored energy in the inductor decays.
Under some conditions this could overload the thyristor
a ò îake out their protective fuses. (The fuses aro
quite expensive although much less expensive than thy-
ristors.) Further, this could cause excessive energy
dissipation in the TF winding since the load dump cir-
cuit cannot conduct until after the fuses clear. We
hope to avoid the problem by carefully monitoring ac
supply voltage and terminating a shot at the earliest
indication that the primary ac power is dropping out.
Typically, commutation voltage should bo available for
at least a few cycles following trip initiation in a
f breaker.

Conclusions

Installation of the OSSJ'S is scheduled for com-
pletion in March HW», Design effort is under way
to provide a bus switching network that will allow the
OSSPS to provide toroidal field excitation for the ISX
facility which is to ht. located near the ORMAK
facility. Since the TF power requirements are similar,
the two facilities will be able to share the OSSPS on
an alternating shift basis.

OSSPS is serving as a design basis for the larger
power systems required in the next generation of fusion
research equipment. Power levels of up to several hun-
dred MVA have been considered using the CSSPS modules
as building blocks.
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Figura Captions

Fig. 1. Typical cycle for each sector of the TV wind-
ings. The current decay and dumping characteristics
between t=0.7S and t=l sec are shown as des ,i red, al-
though not necessarily practical.

Fig. 2. A simplified schematic of a series pair of
power supply modules comprising an equivalent 12-phase
rectifier system.

Fig, 3. Data format for a typical shot. Rise time and
flat-top duration are about 0.1 sec, respectively.

Fig, 4, Per unit de current characteristic of a power
supply pair as a function of gate delay or time inter-
val frora the sere crossing reference to gate pulse (A0).

Fig. S, A view of the shelter under construction just
east of the "QRMAK" building. The steel framing will
«Iho support tho overhead de bus between tho power
supplies and ORMAK.

Fig. (», A view of the dedicated <50 MVA substation
transformer and its primary switehgear. The 1(>1 kV
feeder line is overhead.

Fig. 7. A view of 2 rectifier modules. The vented
enclosure on top contains the load dumping resistor
network. Overall dimensions for each module are 60"
width, 48" depth, and 126" height.

Fig. S, A view of two power transformers with parts
of one enclosure removed. Tap connections are visible
on the top of each winding. The thyristor fuses are
located in the top section of each transformer enclosure.

Fig, 9, A close-up view of one transformer.

Fig, 10. One of the rectifier modules during
installation in the test area.
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*abi"fl"*3\ Data format for a typical shot. Riso timo and f i a t - t o p

duration are about ü . l second, respec t ive ly

Cycl

1)

2)

3)

•»)

5)

o)

7)

S)

9)

10)

il)

12)

13)

e,

2.

2.

~-

».

2.

ta 1

.1,

• ! .

4 ,

3 .

3 ,

5 .

0 ,

AO,

.00

.00

,uo

00

00

*)

SU

3-0

uS

7S

40

0»

OU

A l .

1.39

1,3»

1.39

1.3«

1.39

1.39

1,37

1,3?

1,37

1,37

1.35

1,3b

H-
1.Ì9

1.59

1,39

1,3»

1.39

1,39 '

1,37

1.37

1,37

1.3b

1.3b

1.3b

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

J.

1

1

1

A3,

.39

.39

.39

.39

,39

,3'.»

,38

,J7

,3b

,3b

.35

,3«

A4,

1.39

1.39

1,39

1.3»

1,39

1,39

1,37

1,37

1.37

1.3b

1.3b

l.SU

A5,

1.59

1.31

1.39

1.39

1,39

1,39

1,37

1,37

1.37

1,3b

1,3b

1.80

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

A.b

,39

,39

,39

,39

,39

.75

,38

.37

,3b

,3o

.35

,80

A7

1.59

1.39

1.39

1,39

1,39

1.75

1,37

1.37

1.37

1.3b

1.3b

1.SÜ

1.39

1.39

1.39

1,39

1,39

1.7S

1.37

1.37

1.37

1.3b

1.36

l.SU

A9,

1,39

1.39

1.39

1,39

1.39

1.7S

1.38

1,37

1,3b

1.30

1.35

1.80

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

AUI .

.39

.39

.39

.yj

.39

.75

.37

.37

.37

.3b

.30

.80

Al l

1.39

1.39

Ì.39

1.39

1.39

1.7S

1,37

1.37

1.3b

1.3b

1.3b

1.80
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